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Has  tyre  labelling  changed  purchasing  behaviour  
in  Europe?  

8 key figures from the survey 1

> Awareness and perception of labelling
1. Consumers are becoming more familiar with tyre labelling
…

36

% of respondents have heard about the new label, compared
with 22% in 2012. The British are still lagging behind (28%).
But nothing surprising in that: They are traditionally less

involved in the maintenance of their car. This percentage rises to 46%
with recent buyers (who have bought tyres since tyre labelling was
introduced), which is logical. But among them, many (52%) only
discovered labelling when buying their tyres.
2. … and think it is a good initiative …

72

% of respondents are in favour of a labelling system to help
consumers make better purchase decisions. This is even truer
with Italians (87%) and Spaniards (83%) than the British and

Germans (59%). The French fall within the average.
3. … but don’t know which performances are evaluated

8

% of respondents were able to provide the three labelling
criteria. If they start by mentioning – and rightly so – wet braking
and rolling resistance, they are still hesitating on the third

criteria: Wet handling, longevity or dry braking? External rolling
noise – the right answer – only gets 21% of mentions, which is
somewhat better than in 2012 (13%). For this, Germans are the “good
pupils”.

1

Study conducted by the Ipsos Institute between 23/09 and 8/10, among 3.402 drivers
responsable for the maintenance of their vehicles in France, Germany, Italy, Spain
and the United Kingdom.
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4. Wet braking is still the most important criteria

85

% of respondents said, like in 2012, that wet braking
performance was the most important tyre labelling criteria,
well ahead of rolling resistance (13%) and external rolling

noise (3%). If another criterion was added, then like last year, most
respondents said that longevity (67%) was the most important.

> Impact of tyre labelling on purchasing behaviour
5.
Recent buyers are starting to take the label into account …

38

% of buyers who recently bought tyres paid attention to the
label (11% a lot, 27% a little) when they last made a
purchase. This average hides significant variations from one

country to another:
The Spaniards (50%) and Italians (48%) are much more sensitive to
labelling information than the British (26%), the Germans (32%) or the
French (33%).

6. ... and find the label clear and easy to understand

73

% of the same buyers (87% in France) did not need help to
understand the system used for performance classes. Most of
them found it clear and easy to understand.

7. … but look at the price first

56

% of recent buyers that paid attention to the label said, that
when they last bought tyres, they first set a price range and
then looked at the values shown on the label. In theory,

respondents regard safety as the most important criterion (51%) when
buying tyres, ahead of the price (23%). But, when it comes to buying
tyres, they think in terms of value for money instead. Safety, yes, but
not at any price!
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8. … and ultimately rely on the retailers recommendations

80

% among those of recent buyers who had not decided what to
buy before entering the store asked the retailer for advice
and then most (97%) followed his recommendations. This

shows that retailers still play a decisive role in the choice of tyres.
And this, even more so in Spain and Italy (87%).
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